Sensitivity analysis in digital pathology: Handling large number of parameters with compute expensive workflows.
Digital pathology imaging enables valuable quantitative characterizations of tissue state at the sub-cellular level. While there is a growing set of methods for analysis of whole slide tissue images, many of them are sensitive to changes in input parameters. Evaluating how analysis results are affected by variations in input parameters is important for the development of robust methods. Executing algorithm sensitivity analyses by systematically varying input parameters is an expensive task because a single evaluation run with a moderate number of tissue images may take hours or days. Our work investigates the use of Surrogate Models (SMs) along with parallel execution to speed up parameter sensitivity analysis (SA). This approach significantly reduces the SA cost, because the SM execution is inexpensive. The evaluation of several SM strategies with two image segmentation workflows demonstrates that a SA study with SMs attains results close to a SA with real application runs (mean absolute error lower than 0.022), while the SM accelerates the SA execution by 51 × . We also show that, although the number of parameters in the example workflows is high, most of the uncertainty can be associated with a few parameters. In order to identify the impact of variations in segmentation results to downstream analyses, we carried out a survival analysis with 387 Lung Squamous Cell Carcinoma cases. This analysis was repeated using 3 values for the most significant parameters identified by the SA for the two segmentation algorithms; about 600 million cell nuclei were segmented per run. The results show that significance of the survival correlations of patient groups, assessed by a logrank test, are strongly affected by the segmentation parameter changes. This indicates that sensitivity analysis is an important tool for evaluating the stability of conclusions from image analyses.